46
Despite these similarities at the cortical level, compared to the visual modality the auditory 
4
Attentional modulations of OAEs have been found when either the left or the right ear had to 66 be attended (Giard et al. 1994) , one out of two frequencies was task relevant (Maison et 
80
A popular method to noninvasively assess auditory neural activity with high temporal 81 resolution is to use magnetoencephalography (MEG) and/or electroencephalography (EEG).
82
Convincingly capturing attentional modulations of subcortical auditory regions using these 83 techniques has proven challenging, however. Many initial studies focussed on the 84 components of the auditory brainstem response (ABR) (Jewett et al. 1970 
161
The participants performed six runs of a crossmodal attention task (see Figure 1) .
162
For each of the 85 trials, an attentional cue indicated whether the participant had to react to 
244
In order to test our principle hypothesis that FFR activity was higher when the 245 auditory modality was attended, we applied a cluster-based nonparametric, threshold free 
282
The first question we wanted to answer was whether FFR-related activity was higher 
289
The second and crucial question we tried to answer was which of the ROIs were 290 affected by the attentional modulation. We therefore contrasted the power during auditory vs. 
293

Results
294
Behavioral Results
295
Behavioral response data showed that participants gave the correct response in 99% 
299
Sensor space analysis
300
In a first step, we analyzed the temporal dynamic of the FFR in sensor space and 301 subsequently compared the data acquired during the "attend auditory" and the "attend 302 visual" condition. The power envelope showed an evoked response to the sound stimulus 303 peaking at ~51ms after stimulus onset (see Figure 2B) . The topography of the response 304 shows a bilateral activation pattern, mostly over temporal regions, lateralized to the right 305 hemisphere (see Figure 2A) . Since meaningful control regions cannot be defined on the 306 sensor level, we refrained from further statistical analysis.
307
The cluster-based nonparametric, threshold-free permutation-based statistics for the 308 impact of the attentional modulation shows that the FFR response is significantly larger 309 when attention is focused on the auditory domain (p=0.035, see Figure 3B ). The effect is, 310 however, restricted to a rather short and late period after stimulus onset (66ms -74ms). It 311 also does not coincide with the maximum of the FFR itself. This low power and specificity is 312 likely due to an interaction between the low spatial specificity of the magnetometers and the 313 fact that the average over all magnetometers was analyzed. Figure 3A 
343
The activity is rather widespread, including the primary auditory cortex as well as ventral 
364
These results strongly indicate that although we were able to record subcortical - 
